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Financial Market Integration in a Monetary Union*

Abstract:

Financial markets in Euroland differ from those of a national monetary union in two regards. First,
capital markets in general and banking markets in particular show a greater degree of segmentation
than national financial markets as a result of information costs and regulatory barriers to full inte-
gration. Second, financial market structures differ among the members of Euroland, which poten-
tially affects the transmission of (monetary) shocks. This paper provides a simple model of a cur-
rency union which takes these peculiarities into account, focusing on the interaction of financial
structures, the degree of capital mobility, the transmission of shocks, and the portfolio choices of
banks.
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List of Variables

α income elasticity of deposit supply

β interest elasticity of deposit supply

ε income elasticity of loan demand

τ interest elasticity of loan demand

θ monitoring resources of banks

φ degree of risk aversion of banks

γ interest elasticity of aggregate demand

µ deposit demand shock

ρ correlation coefficient

σ standard deviation

ω loan demand shock

Π profits of banks
A assets of commercial banks

( )SD BB demand for (supply of) bonds
c variable costs of cross-border banking

( )SD DD demand for (supply of) bank deposits
I domestic investment

( )SD LL demand for (supply of ) bank loans
m efficiency parameter of bank monitoring

NFA net foreign assets
NX net exports

( )LD rr deposit (lending) rate
r bond rate
( )SD yy demand for (supply of) output
U objective function of banks
z demand shock



1 Motivation

As compared to a national monetary union, capital markets in Euroland are not only more heteroge-

nous with regard to their institutional structures, but they are also characterized by a lower degree

of interregional capital mobility. This limited scope of financial integration, in turn, has a potential

bearing on (monetary) transmission mechanisms. To see this, consider two countries that share a

common currency but have completely isolated financial systems, i.e. there are no capital flows

between them. In this case, a common monetary policy will have different real sector effects in the

two economies, depending on the relative speed and structure of monetary transmission. If these

two economies were completely integrated financially in the sense that different financial market

structures would persist but that arbitrage would ensure equalization of returns in each market seg-

ment, adjustment processes would be more homogenous. There would be a tendency for differences

in transmission mechanisms to level out over time. Hence, while the degree of interregional capital

mobility under identical financial market structures would have no impact on the transmission

process, the reverse does not hold true: if financial markets differ, the spill over effects of shocks

will depend upon the mobility of capital between regions.

The academic debate to date has focused mainly on the implications of differences in financial

market structures on the transmission of (monetary) shocks across countries (Carlino and DeFina

1998, Cecchetti 1999, Clausen and Wohltmann 2000, De Bondt 2000, Dornbusch et al. 1998,

Kakes 2000) but has largely abstracted from the implications of different degrees of capital mobil-

ity for transmission mechanisms or the transmission of other shocks. However, while there is an in-
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creasing amount of evidence that financial markets in Europe have become increasingly integrated

over time (Fratzscher 2001, Lemmen 1998), some important market segments such as retail banking

markets remain largely national in scope (Berger et al. 2000). At the same time, recent empirical

evidence suggests that shocks might be propagated through the international activities of commer-

cial banks (Peek and Rosengren 1997 and 2000, Van Rijckeghem and Weder 2000).

The purpose of this paper is to provide a simple framework which allows us to analyze both the

implications of differences in transmission mechanisms and of incomplete integration of financial

markets, in particular banking markets, for the transmission of shocks. We consider not only mone-

tary but also fiscal or other demand shocks. Part 2 motivates the analysis by providing some styl-

ized facts on the degree of integration of financial markets and differences in financial structures

across Europe. Part 3 introduces a simple open economy model which builds on the closed-

economy version of Bernanke and Blinder (1988). In contrast to earlier work, we explicitly model

the intermediary role of commercial banks for international capital flows, and we distinguish be-

tween differences in financial structures across countries and  different degrees of capital mobility.

Part 4 solves the model and performs the comparative static analysis for domestic demand shocks,

changes in the degree of capital mobility, changes in financial structures, and monetary policy

shocks. Part 5 extends the baseline model by shedding more light on the links between distance, the

monitoring costs of banks, and their international portfolio choices. Part 6 discusses the implica-

tions of this model in relation to models that have been proposed in the literature to study the

macroeconomic implications of financial integration and increased competition in banking. Part 7

concludes and summarizes the main results.

The papers closest in spirit to the present one are Driscoll (2000), Giovannetti and Marimon

(2000), and McPherson and Waller (2000). Driscoll (2000) extends the model by Bernanke and
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Blinder (1988) to the setting of a currency union, assuming that bond markets are integrated fully

while banking markets are not. In an empirical analysis for the United States, he finds that regional

shocks to money demand have implications for the regional supply of bank loans, suggesting that fi-

nancial markets are segmented. McPherson and Waller (2000) analyze the transmission of shocks

under conditions of incomplete mobility of capital in a currency union, arguing that the correlation

between regional bank lending and regional income can be taken as a proxy for the degree of seg-

mentation of financial markets. However, these papers do not model regional differences in trans-

mission mechanisms and/or the portfolio choices of banks. Giovannetti and Marimon (2000) ana-

lyze the implications of differences in financial structures and of incomplete integration of regional

banking markets on the effects of monetary policy in a monetary union. In contrast to the present pa-

per, their focus is on the effects of differences in the efficiency of commercial banks across regions.

Two recent papers have also taken up the issue of financial contagion which arises even in the

absence of exchange rate changes.1 Allen and Gale (2000) use a Diamond-Dybvig-type bank run

model to analyze the impact of varying degrees of financial integration on the transmission of li-

quidity shocks. One key insight of their model is that there is a non-linear relationship between the

degree of financial integration and the transmission of shocks across countries since, as the degree

of integration increases, bilateral financial linkages are loosing in importance. In a related paper,

Freixas et al. (2000) focus on the spill-over of solvency shocks through interbank markets. Inter-

_______________

1 Another strand of the literature has dealt with the role of the banking sector in propagating fi-
nancial crises (Aghion et al. 2000, Buch and Heinrich 1999, Cespedes et al. 2000, Lahiri and
Vegh 2000). The main mechanism through which financial crises are transmitted in these papers
is the exchange rate channel: (unexpected) devaluations of the domestic currency lead to a de-
cline in the net worth of commercial banks to the extent that their liabilities (either directly or
indirectly) show a currency mis-match. Obviously, since the exchange rate channel does not ex-
ist in a common currency area, we need not consider this effect.
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bank linkages are shown to have a positive effect as they increase the resilience of a banking sys-

tem to cushion solvency shocks. The costs of increased interbank linkages is, at the same time, that

insolvent banks might stay in business because they can draw on interbank credit lines. Hence, a

potential role for the central bank to close insolvent banks emerges. Both of these papers, however,

do not analyze the impact of differences in financial structures for the transmission of shocks.

2 Stylized Facts

There is a strong conventional wisdom that the degree of capital mobility in Euroland differs from

that of a monetary union formed by a single nation and that the structure of national financial mar-

kets is more heterogenous.2 However, how large these differences are and to what extent they

eventually impinge upon the transmission of shocks across countries is still pretty much open to de-

bate. Two factors are responsible for this. While it is, first, relatively easy to compute different

measures of capital mobility for individual members of Euroland vis-à-vis the rest of the world, it

becomes inherently more difficult to obtain evidence on the degree of capital mobility among these

countries or among, for instance, the US states. Second, a number of studies has dealt with differ-

ences in the structure of financial markets in general and the financial structure of firms, in particu-

lar across Europe.3 Yet, comparable information for regions of a national monetary union such as

the United States is, to the best of our knowledge, not available.

_______________

2 See, e.g., Dornbusch et al. (1998).
3 See, for instance, Schmidt et al. (1999).
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Without laying the claim for being complete, this section brings together stylized facts which

show the disparities that exist both between the members of Euroland and between Europe and the

US with regard to capital mobility and financial structures.

2.1 Capital Mobility

Considering the degree of capital mobility first, there is a considerable amount of evidence suggest-

ing an increasing degree of integration of Europe into international capital markets on an aggregated

level (Fratzscher 2001, Lemmen 1998). However, the degree of intra-regional capital mobility can

be gauged only indirectly, mainly because of a lack of data on interregional capital flows. Using the

degree of capital mobility within existing currency unions such as the US as a benchmark, there are

reasons to believe that institutional differences across Europe are larger, thus impeding the full in-

tegration of markets (Buch 2001).

In addition, there is relatively clear evidence for a greater dispersion of national interest rates in

Europe in comparison to regional interest rates in the US (Graphs 1 and 2). And, although interest

rates in Europe have converged over time (Kleimeier and Sander 2000), particularly in money

markets,4 retail interest rates show a substantially greater degree of heterogeneity (Centeno and

Mello 1999). Generally, the degree of integration of retail banking markets is likely to be substan-

tially below that of wholesale markets. Due to asymmetries in information between countries, even

_______________

4 See also BIS (2001) which argues that interbank and the corporate bond market in Europe show
a relatively large degree of integration already while the collaterized money market and equity
markets are still national in scope.
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interbank markets may not be integrated fully (Freixas and Holthausen 2000).5 Finally, there is evi-

dence that the degree of inter-regional risk sharing — as an indicator for the integration of financial

markets — is less pronounced in Europe than in the US (Atkeson and Bayoumi 1993, Hess and Shin

2000).

When analyzing the causes for the greater segmentation of financial markets, it is useful to distin-

guish between economic and regulatory barriers to full integration. In contrast to a national mone-

tary union such as the United States, the regulatory structure of financial markets across Euroland

still differ despite the on-going efforts aimed at harmonizing regulations. Hence, although direct

regulatory restrictions to the integration of financial markets such as capital controls have been

abolished, a substantial amount of indirect regulatory barriers still exist. These raise the costs of

international financial transactions over and above the costs of domestic financial transactions.

In addition, the segmentation of financial markets in Europe is not only due to regulatory but also

to cultural barriers.6 In comparison to the US states there is a substantially larger disparity of lan-

guages and business practices across Europe. These cultural barriers both raise the costs of obtain-

ing information about foreign markets and tend to proliferate even if direct regulatory barriers have

been abolished fully. In the theoretical model below, we will isolate these two effects by distin-

guishing between information costs, which are due to cultural and institutional differences, and

transactions costs, which arise from the presence of different regulatory environments.

_______________

5 In other words, by analyzing the degree of integration of markets for securitized financial assets
such as stock markets alone, it is difficult to draw conclusions concerning the degree of integra-
tion of markets for non-securitized assets such as bank loans and deposits.

6 See, e.g. Berger et al. (2000).
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2.2 Financial Structures

Differences in regulations across countries not only affect the degree of capital mobility but also

the structure of financial markets and the sources of finance for firms. Through this channel, they

also affect the transmission of monetary impulses. Bernanke and Blinder (1988) have been among

the first to argue that the transmission mechanism of monetary policy depends on financial struc-

tures, leading to a credit channel of monetary policy.

For Europe, this would imply that differences in transmission mechanisms across countries lead

to different regional effects of a common monetary policy (Carlino and DeFina 1998, Cecchetti

1999, Clausen and Wohltmann 2000, De Bondt 2000, Dornbusch et al. 1998). Since these argu-

ments are based on historical data, the Lucas critique applies. Arnold and de Vries (2000) have

thus challenged the conventional wisdom by arguing that financial structures are likely to be en-

dogenous and that the European Central Bank (ECB) should face relatively homogenous conditions

in the near future.7 Yet, they consider money and capital markets only rather than the relative im-

portance of bank- versus market-based finance. To the extent that institutional structures have a

bearing on financial structures and that these change only slowly (Cecchetti 1999), differences are

thus likely to remain.8 Recent empirical evidence is in support of this. Ciccarelli and Rebucci

(2001) and De Haan et al. (2001) find that transmission channels differ across European countries,

and that these differences do not seem to have become smaller over time.

_______________

7 For a similar conclusion see Peersman (2000).
8 Complementarities in corporate governance systems may be responsible for this (Heinrich

2001).
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Hence, it would be of interest to compare the degree of regional disparities of financial struc-

tures in the US to that of Europe. Unfortunately, such data on a regional basis are not available for

the US. The fact that regional institutional conditions are more heterogeneous in Europe than in the

US, however, would imply that financial structures also show a greater degree of diversity

(Cecchetti 1999). Within the European Monetary Union, for instance, the share of bank loans in the

external financial sources of firms ranges between 39 percent for Finland and 80 percent in Ireland

(Peersman 2000). Countries thus differ with regard to the ease with which firms can switch be-

tween different forms of finance. Also, disintermediation trends differ across countries. Comparing

developments in France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, Schmidt et al. (1999), for instance,

find evidence for a decline in the role of banks for France only.

Although theory predicts that these differences in the structure of financial systems should have a

bearing on the link between monetary policy and the real sector, the empirical evidence on the

presence of the credit channel in Europe is, as for other countries, mixed.9 While, for instance, de

Bondt (1999) finds evidence in favor of the bank lending channel, results of Favero et al. (1999) do

not support this view.

3 The Baseline Model

In this section, we present a simple open-economy model of a currency union which brings together

the above stylized facts. Our approach is similar to those that have been used for analyzing trans-

_______________

9 See also Giovannetti and Marimon (2000).
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mission mechanisms in open economies.10 In contrast to earlier work, however, we explicitly take

account of the fact that national financial markets remain segmented, i.e. that capital mobility is in-

complete, and that a relatively large share of international capital flows is typically channeled

through intermediaries such as banks. The focus on banks is motivated by the observation that, de-

spite the on-going disintermediation trend, banks continue to be major providers of international fi-

nancial services. For Germany, for instance, about 30 percent of capital exports and almost 40 per-

cent of its imports between 1992 and 2000 were channeled through banks (Deutsche Bundesbank

2000). In addition, we allow for differences in the financial structures between countries which

eventually lead to differences in the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. The standard

model is thus extended in two main directions:

First, following Bernanke and Blinder (1988), we distinguish between bank loans and bonds as

sources of finance for firms. Bonds, in turn, are held by households and banks. This affects the

transmission channel of monetary impulses as the financing of some firms will depend on receiving

bank loans. An expansionary monetary policy, through lowering the bond rate, increases the amount

of funds available to banks, which transmits into an increase of credit and output (Mishkin 1996).11

Departing from earlier work, we are more explicit about the intermediary role of commercial

banks. The positive output response arises from the fact that lower bond rates reduce the return on

alternative investment opportunities for banks, thus inducing them to increase lending.12 We as-

_______________

10 In Section 6, we will discuss possible extensions which take the insights of international
macro-models of more recent vintage into account.

11 In the terminology of the Mundell-Flemming model, this effect arises because a monetary ex-
pansion not only shifts the LM- but also the IS-schedule.

12 Freixas and Rochet (1998) likewise discuss a variant of the model by Bernanke and Blinder
(1988) which takes the optimization problem of commercial banks, albeit in a closed economy,
into account. For an integration of banks into an open-economy macro model see also Rødseth
(2000).
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sume incomplete inter-regional mobility of capital by introducing costs of cross-border lending

(and borrowing) and by noting that banks hold a portfolio of domestic and foreign assets and li-

abilities. Bond markets, to the contrary, are assumed to be fully integrated interregionally.13 The

main point that will be stressed in the following is that cross-border financial transactions, due to

the presence of information costs and/or regulations,14 are more costly than domestic transactions.

Second, we assume that, because of differences of institutional structures and financial sector

regulations, the ease with which firms can substitute bank loans and bond finance differs between

countries. This will be captured through differences in the interest elasticity of loan demand be-

tween countries.

In the following, we present the baseline model of capital flows in a currency union formed by

two countries (i = 1,2), and we abstract from the fact that the currency union has a flexible ex-

change rate regime with respect to the rest of the world. Hence, we ignore exchange rate effects.

Each country hosts an exogenously given number of banks. For convenience, we are studying the

behavior of one representative bank in each country only.

3.1 Market Structures

We consider three different financial market segments: the market for bank loans, the market for

bank deposits, and the bond market. This gives the following equilibrium conditions for the domes-

tic economy:

_______________

13 This assumption is backed by the empirical observations that bond markets in Euroland have
integrated and expanded rapidly after the introduction of the euro (Danthine et al. 2000).

14 For empirical evidence supporting this view see Buch (2000) or Portes and Rey (1999).
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(1a) S
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i LLLL ,, +== loan market

(1b) D
ij

D
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D
i

S
i DDDD ,, +== deposit market

(1c) iii
D
i

S
i zNXIyy ++== output market

(1d) S
j

S
i

D
j

D
i BBBB +=+ bond market

(1e) rrr ji == interest parity

All variables are expressed in real terms and in logarithms (with the exception of interest rates)

such that the coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities. D
iL  is the demand for loans on the home

market, which must be equal to the supply of loans by domestic ( S
iiL , )  and foreign banks ( S

ijL , ).15

Similarly, the supply of deposits on the domestic market S
iD  equals the demand for deposits by

domestic ( D
iiD , ) and foreign banks ( D

ijD , ). Real domestic output supply ( S
iy ) must equal

aggregate domestic demand ( D
iy ) as the sum of domestic investment ( iI ), net exports ( iNX ), and

a stochastic output shock ( iz ) due to shifts in private sector consumption or government expendi-

ture. In contrast to deposit and loan markets, the bond market is fully integrated. Hence, the supply

of bonds both by domestic and foreign firms ( S
j

S
i BB + ) must equal the demand for bonds at home

and abroad ( D
j

D
i BB + ), and interest parity holds in this market segment (1e). Symmetric equilib-

rium conditions apply to the foreign country. Notice that, due to our assumption that markets for

_______________

15 The first subscript denotes the country of origin of the bank while the second stands for the mar-
ket in which this bank operates.
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bank deposits and loans are regional in scope, regional deposit and lending rates are allowed to

differ.

3.2 Households

Households have a fixed amount of financial wealth which they can use for current consumption

and savings. Since the focus of this paper is on the financial structure of firms, we keep the house-

hold-side as simple as possible, and we assume that the savings decision is unaffected by interest

rates. In other words, we assume that the income and the substitution effect of a change in interest

rates just cancel out, which would be in line with empirical studies finding a weak impact of inter-

est rates on savings at best (Loayza et al. 2000).

Savings are allocated between bond holdings and bank deposits held with domestic or foreign

banks on the domestic market: S
i

HD
i

S
ij

S
ii

HD
ii DBDDBS +=++= ,

,,
, .16 Households (just as firms)

are assumed to be numerous and thus to take interest rates as exogenous. The supply of domestic

deposits can therefore be written as a positive function of the difference between the deposit and

the bond rate, and of income:

(2) ( ) i
D

iiii
S
i rryD µβα +−+=

where ( )ii βα  = income (interest) elasticity of supply of deposits, iµ  = money demand shock in

region I,  with µσ = standard deviation of money demand shocks, and ( )ji µµρρµ ,=  = correlation

of regional money demand shocks. Throughout the paper, all parameters are assumed to be posi-

_______________

16 The results would be essentially the same if we assumed that households also hold a certain
fraction of their deposits in the form of cash.
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tive. A symmetric expression can be derived for the demand for deposits in the foreign country.

Although, in a general equilibrium framework, households would own firms and banks, we assume

that they are small and thus ignore the impact of their decisions on the profits of banks and firms in

their optimization. Notice that, although we are keeping domestic savings constant, the allocation of

savings across deposits and bonds is endogenous and will affect the magnitude of international

capital flows.

3.3 Firms

Domestic firms do not have equity and have to borrow to finance their investment plans ( )iI . They

can obtain financing from three sources. They can either issue bonds on the union-wide bond mar-

ket or their can borrow from domestic or foreign banks operating on the domestic retail banking

market:17 D
ij

D
ii

S
ii LLBI ,, ++= . The demand for loans on the domestic market is a positive function

of domestic income and a negative function of the difference between the lending and the bond rate:

(3) ( ) i
L

iiii
D
i rryL ωτε +−−=

where iω  = domestic loan demand shock and iτ  ( iε ) = interest (income) elasticity of loan de-

mand.

Bonds and loans are imperfect substitutes ( 10 << iτ ). The ease with which firms can switch

from loans to bonds depends, for example, on the degree of asymmetries in information which, in

_______________

17 We have set up the model such that foreign banks incur a variable cost when entering the
domestic market. Similarly, we could assume that domestic firms have to pay an additional costs
when borrowing directly on the foreign market. Changing this assumption would leave the
qualitative results of the analysis unchanged.
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turn, is a function of underlying industry characteristics or the share of smaller firms which tend to

be more opaque. Also, institutional conditions such as the scope of reporting requirements and the

institutional structure of the financial systems are factors that influence financing choices. In the two

country (or region) setting that we are considering here, information costs and institutions are likely

to differ, thus leading to differences in financial structures. We capture this by allowing the interest

elasticity of loan demand with respect to the interest rate differential to differ between regions

( ji ττ ≠ ).
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3.4 Banks

Banks are playing an active role in linking domestic and foreign financial markets. In fact, they are

assumed to be the only agents which arbitrage between markets, which is, ceteris paribus, equiva-

lent to assuming that households and firms face higher costs of cross-border transactions than

banks. Domestic banks demand deposits at home ( D
iiD , ) and abroad ( D

jiD , ) and supply loans on the

domestic ( S
iiL , ) and on the foreign market ( S

jiL , ). In addition, banks can hold bonds ( BD
iB , ). The

same options are available for foreign banks.

The balance sheet of a representative domestic bank is given by:

(4) BD
i

S
ji

S
ii

D
ji

D
iii BLLDDA ,

,,,, ++=+≡

where iA  = total assets. In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that banks do not hold eq-

uity, which does not affect our analysis if we rule out the possibility that banks can go bankrupt.

Profits can be written as:

(5) ( ) ( ) D
jii

D
j

D
ii

D
i

D
i

S
jii

L
j

S
ii

L
ii DcrDrrBLcrLr ,,,, +−−+−+=Π

with ic  = variable costs of making loans and raising deposits outside the home region. We start

by lumping together transaction costs which are due to regulatory restrictions and information costs.

This route has been taken in a number of recent papers analyzing the international allocation of as-

sets.18 Also, although these costs are likely to differ for raising deposits and granting loans abroad,

we assume them to be identical for ease of exposition.

_______________

18 See, for instance, Martin and Rey (2001).
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We assume that banks not only care about their expected profits but also about the risk of their

portfolios ( ( )iΠσ 2 ).19 The objective function is thus increasing in expected profits and decreas-

ing in portfolio variance:

(6) ( ) ( )iiii EU Π−Π= 2

2
1

σφ

where 0>φ  denotes the bank’s degree of risk aversion. This risk aversion of banks could be

endogenized by assuming that banks face a positive probability of insolvency, and that insolvencies

are costly.20 Portfolio risk is given by:21

(7) ( )σ σ2 2 2

1

4

1

4

1

4

2Π i i m m
m m

i m i n mn
n
m n

x x x COV= +
= = =
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where ix denote portfolio shares, which are negative for the liabilities of the bank. The covari-

ance matrix is  
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COV , zi,σ  ( µσ ,i ) is the

standard deviation of domestic loan returns (costs of deposits), and ρ  are the correlations between

shocks.

_______________

19 Freixas and Rochet (1998) present a simple model of bank behavior in a mean-variance
framework.

20 Baltensperger and Milde (1987) provide a more detailed analysis of banks’ insolvency and li-
quidity costs.

21 Note that we assume that the rate of return on bonds is risk-free.
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3.5 Net Foreign Assets

International capital flows can be derived from the changes in the international assets and liabili-

ties of commercial banks plus the difference between the domestic demand for and supply of bonds.

A capital inflow into the domestic economy is given by an increase in banks’ foreign liabilities, i.e.

the amount of loans granted by foreign banks in the domestic economy plus the amount of deposits

raised by domestic banks abroad. Capital outflows are given by an increase in loans granted by

domestic banks abroad plus the amount of deposits raised by foreign banks on the domestic market.

Also, if domestic demand for bonds exceeds domestic supply, this leads to a capital outflow.

If we assume that assets and liabilities are zero initially, net capital flows out of the domestic

economy are identical to the net assets of domestic commercial banks at the end of the period plus

net foreign bond holdings:

(8) S
i

BD
i

HD
ijiijijjii BBBDLDLNFA −++−−+= ,,

,,,,

3.6 Aggregate Demand

In order to focus on the effects of the transmission channels through banks’ balance sheets, we are

using a highly simplified specification of aggregate demand and capture the consumption demand of

the private sector and the role of the government only through a stochastic demand shock. Hence,

planned expenditure is the sum of the investment demand of firms and net exports; demand for in-

vestment being a negative function of interest rates. Aggregate demand is thus given by:22

_______________

22 For similar specifications see Bernanke and Blinder (1988) and Romer (1999).
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(9) ( ) ii
L

ii
D
i zNXrry +++−= γ

where iz  denotes an output shock in region i. In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the

elasticity of output with regard to changes in interest rates ( iγ ) to be the same for the loan and the

bond rate. Notice that the demand for investment is expressed as a function of interest rates only,

which are related to output through the equilibrium condition on the loan market.

Since neither the nominal exchange rate nor (regional) central bank reserves can change in a

monetary union, private net foreign investments ( iNFA ) must equal the current account balance:

ii NXNFI ≡ . Net capital flows and net exports are thus linked through a standard balance of pay-

ments mechanism: An increase in net foreign assets (exports of capital) implies that domestic sav-

ings exceed domestic investment. The excess supply of (investment) goods on the home market is

sold on the foreign goods market, which results in a current account surplus. Similarly, imports of

capital (domestic investment in excess of domestic savings) implies a deficit in the current account

because investment goods are imported.

4 Equilibrium and Comparative Statics

The above model is solved in two steps. First, we derive the optimal portfolio choices of banks,

given the reaction of households and firms while assuming output to be exogenous. This allows us

to derive the economy’s net foreign assets and equilibrium interest rates. In a second step, we are

using the results from the optimization of the financial sector to derive the equilibrium conditions

on the domestic and foreign output market.
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4.1 Financial Market Equilibrium

The optimization problem of the representative domestic bank involves choosing the optimal

amount of foreign and domestic loans (deposits). Implicitly, this also defines the size of the bank

( iA ) and the amount of bonds the bank holds. We thus use the bank’s balance sheet constraint (4) to

replace BD
iB ,  in the bank’s profit function (5):
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While we assume that banks take domestic and foreign output as exogenous, interest rates are en-

dogenous to the banks’ optimization problem. We assume that banks behave as Cournot oligopo-

lists, taking also the optimal response of the foreign banks into consideration, and optimizing with

respect to quantities.

Substituting the inverse deposit supply and loan demand functions:
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as well as the market-clearing conditions for deposits (1b) and loans (1a) into the banks objec-

tive function (6), we obtain the following set of first order conditions for domestic banks:23

_______________

23 Throughout the paper, we assume that the second order conditions for a profit maximum are
met, i.e. that 2,0, xyyyxxyyxx fffff >⋅<  holds.
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where the portfolio effects are given by, for instance, Liiσ  as the derivative of portfolio risk with

respect to the amount of loans supplied by the domestic bank at home. In order to keep the analysis

tractable and to be able to derive an explicit solution to this optimization problem, we will, in the

following, ignore second-order effects which arise from the feedback effects on portfolio choices

among the bank’s assets and liabilities. Since a similar set of first order conditions can be derived

for the foreign banks, we obtain a set of eight equations which we can, under this assumption, solve

simultaneously to obtain a unique interior solution. Adding up loan supply and deposit demand of

domestic and foreign banks, we obtain the equilibrium supply of loans and the equilibrium demand

for deposits as:
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An increase in the demand for loans (ω) increases the equilibrium amount of lending whereas a

positive shock to the supply of deposits (µ) increases the equilibrium amount of deposits. Like-

wise, an increase in output raises the amount of loans and deposits. Higher costs of cross-border

financial transactions have a dampening effect on the supply of loans and the demand for deposits,

the strength of this effect being determined by the interest elasticities of loan demand and deposit

supply.

Notice that, by choosing these optimal quantities, the choice between bonds and banking assets

and liabilities has already been taken into account, i.e. for instance ( )iii BLL ˆˆˆ = . Hence, we have

implicitly also derived the optimal supply of and demand for bonds.

We can use these results to derive the interest rate differentials on retail markets as a function of

the structural parameters of the economies and the degree of risk aversion of commercial banks:
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An increase in the interest elasticity of domestic borrowers ( iτ ) because of, for instance, im-

proved access to alternative financial sources, tends to lower the gap between domestic and for-

eign interest rates. Imposing regulations on the activities of foreign banks and thus raising the vari-

able costs of foreign banks to do business on the home market will lead to higher interest rate

spreads in the country which imposes the controls (through higher lending and lower deposit rates).

The equilibrium conditions on the markets for deposits and loans can then be substituted into (8)

to obtain net capital assets as
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As regards autonomous shifts in the supply of deposits and loan demand, the results are intuitive:

net capital outflows increase (fall) if the domestic (foreign) supply of deposits increases and fall

(increase) if the domestic (foreign) demand for loans increases. The response of capital flows with

respect to output depends on the relative output elasticities of deposit supply and loan demand:

capital outflows increase in domestic income if the supply of deposits is more income-elastic than

the demand for loans, and vice versa.

Finally, equation (8’) shows that both the degree of capital mobility (measured through the costs

of providing financial services abroad) and differences in financial structures have an impact on

net capital flows. Assuming that domestic and foreign financial firms face the same costs of cross-

border financial transactions ( )ccc ji == , net capital outflows increase as transaction costs are

lowered if: jiji ττββ −>− . If loan demand in country i is relatively interest-inelastic because,
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for instance, the presence of a less developed bond market, capital flows increase as a response to

lower costs of cross-border transactions only if the interest rate elasticity of the domestic supply of

deposits is relatively high.

4.2 Output Market Equilibrium

Having solved for the equilibrium levels of interest rates and net capital flows, we can substitute

these results into the equilibrium condition for the domestic output market. For this purpose, we

substitute the equilibrium supply of domestic loans (11a) into the inverse demand function for loans

(3’) and plug the resulting equilibrium lending rate and net capital flows (8’) into (1c) to obtain:

( )( ) ( )⋅+⋅+−=
∧

NFArry L
iii ˆˆ γ  Solving for iy  and assuming that banks are risk-neutral (thus suppress-

ing portfolio effects for the banks) yields:
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3

623

Notice that the denominator of this term is always positive if the income elasticity of deposit de-

mand is sufficiently small ( ) 03 >+− ii εα . Since empirical studies tend to find income elasticities

of money demand in the order magnitude of one, 24 we will in the following assume that this con-

dition holds.

_______________

24 See Bruggeman (2000) for a recent survey.
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4.3 Comparative Statics

Having solved for the equilibrium volume of output, we are now in the position to derive the com-

parative static effects of changes in the model’s exogenous parameters (demand shocks, changes in

the degree of capital mobility as measured by c, changes in financial structures, and monetary pol-

icy shocks) on output.
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4.3.1 Demand Shocks

In a first step, we are interested in the question to what extent foreign demand shocks (such as an

increase in government spending) spill over into the domestic economy and how this is affected by

differences in financial structures or the degree of capital mobility. Upon noting that a similar rela-

tionship as given by (12) for domestic output also prevails for foreign output, we obtain a set of

two equations which can be solved simultaneously for iŷ  and jŷ . Using the result for iy  and dif-

ferentiating with respect to a foreign output shock jz  yields:

(13)
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Under our maintained assumption that the income elasticity of deposit demand takes a value of

about one, the denominator of this term is always positive. The sign of (13) thus depends on the

relative income elasticities of deposit supply and loan demand on the foreign market. If deposit

supply is relatively income elastic ( jj εα > ), domestic output is related negatively to foreign out-

put. The reason for this negative link is that, following a positive shock to foreign output, foreign

households increase their savings held in form of deposits by more than the induced increase in in-

vestment abroad. The domestic economy would become a net importer of foreign capital, which

would correspond to a decline in net exports of goods. A positive link is, to the contrary, obtained

if foreign deposit supply is relatively income inelastic.

In the following comparative static analysis, we will ignore indirect effects that occur through

changes in foreign income and consider direct effects of changes in the model’s exogenous parame-
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ters on domestic income only. If the standard second order conditions are met, this partial analysis

in fact remains valid even if we allowed for repercussions to occur.

4.3.2 Increased Capital Mobility

The implementation of the Second Banking Directive in the early 1990s and, more recently, the in-

troduction of the Euro are commonly believed to have lowered the costs of cross-border financial

transactions in Europe. From (9), we have already seen that this reduction in transaction costs has a

positive impact on the cross-border lending of commercial banks. The corresponding output effects

depend on the interest elasticities of deposit supply and loan demand:
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Lower costs of cross-border financial transactions for domestic banks raise domestic output if

foreign deposit supply is relatively interest-inelastic ( jj βτ > ). The intuition behind this result is

straight-forward. If the foreign supply of deposits is interest inelastic, domestic banks increase

their foreign assets by more than their foreign liabilities, which corresponds to a net capital out-

flow. This capital outflow corresponds to a current account surplus. The reverse holds true if the

supply of deposits on the foreign market is relatively interest-elastic. Conversely, lower transaction

costs for foreign commercial banks increase domestic output if domestic deposit supply is rela-

tively interest-elastic ( ii βτ < ), as this will lead to an increase in net foreign assets. Assuming that

domestic and foreign banks face the same costs of cross border transactions ( )ccc ji == , the net
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output effect of increasing the degree of market integration will thus depend on the relative structure

of financial markets.

In order to check to what extent changes in capital mobility affect aggregate output, we have

again solved for iy  and jy  simultaneously and have made the additional simplifying assumption

that the countries are completely symmetric. Hence, we can drop all subscripts. This gives the de-

rivative of total output with respect to the costs of cross-border transactions as:

(14’)
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Aggregate output will increase if the costs of cross-border financial transactions decline, and the

strength of this effect depends, inter alia, on the interest elasticity of loan demand. If firms can

switch easily between loans and bonds (high τ ), the larger will be the output effect of changes in c.

4.3.3 Changes in Financial Structures

In addition to lower transaction costs, financial market integration can also be expected to lead to

changes in the financial structures of firms. As financial markets become more integrated and as

alternative sources of finance become available more easily, the interest elasticity of loan demand

is likely to increase. An increase in the interest elasticity of loan demand abroad has a negative ef-

fect on domestic output if financial markets are incompletely integrated ( 0≠ic ) and if differences

in the implied portfolio effects for domestic and foreign banks are not too large:
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This negative effect results from the fact that a higher interest elasticity of foreign loan demand

lowers net foreign assets of domestic commercial banks, and the resulting capital inflow is offset

by a current account deficit. Also, the strength of the negative output effect depends on the costs of

cross-border financial transactions and thus on the degree of integration of the two markets.

4.3.4 Monetary Policy

Assuming that the monetary authorities affect the economy through open market operations and thus

changes in the bond rate, the partial equilibrium effect of a restrictive monetary policy on domestic

output is negative:
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Obviously, output effects differ across regions, and the higher the elasticity of investment with

respect to changes in interest rates, the larger the contractionary effect. Under complete symmetry

of countries, the aggregate output effect is given by 0
3

2
<

+
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5 Information, Distance, and International Lending

The baseline model presented so far has been build on a number of simplifying assumptions. In this

section, we extend the model to shed more light on the distinction barriers towards financial market

integration which are due to information costs and regulations. Through the variable costs (c) of

making loans and raising deposits abroad, we have already captured regulatory barriers. However,
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as regulatory barriers are being lifted, these ‘technical’ transaction costs are loosing in importance.

What remains is a segmentation of national financial markets due to the costs of obtaining informa-

tion on investment projects abroad.

In contrast to the previous section, we now assume that banks can engage in monitoring activities

which reduces the riskiness of their assets. The costs of monitoring, in turn, are a function of the

‘informational distance’ between a bank and its customers. Hereby, the term distance might be in-

terpreted in a geographical sense since monitoring can be expected to be less expensive for bor-

rowers which are located close to the bank. It may, however, also capture other aspects of infor-

mation costs which are unrelated to geographical distance such as, for instance, the size of firms,

which has a bearing on disclosure requirements. To focus on the impact of information costs on

cross-border capital flows, we make a number of simplifying assumptions. We, first of all, focus

on the lending risks that banks incur only, and thus re-write portfolio risk as
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To simplify the analysis, we further assume that foreign assets are more risky than domestic as-

sets ( zjzi ,, σσ > ) but that banks can reduce the risk of foreign activities by monitoring clients.

Hereby, banks can reduce the risks of lending such that the standard deviation of domestic and for-

eign loans becomes:
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where θ  is the amount of monitoring. Each unit of resources devoted to monitoring involves a

variable cost d which we can interpret as the (cultural and/or geographical) distance between a

bank and its (foreign) customers. Profits therefore become

(5’) ( ) ( ) ( ) θΠ dDcrDrLLDDrLcrLr jii
D
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Finally, we simplify by assuming that banks take deposit and lending rates as given. As before,

we can now derive a set of first order conditions for each bank. Under the assumption that deposit-

taking is riskless, the bank is indifferent between borrowing at the risk-less rate or raising domestic

or foreign deposits. The difference to the baseline-model is thus that we now have three first order

conditions for each bank since banks also choose the optimal amount of monitoring:
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Using the implicit function theorem, we can derive the change in the optimal amount of monitor-

ing with respect to distance d from (18c) as: ( ) 0
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second order conditions for a profit maximum are met.

Solving the first two of these equations simultaneously for domestic and foreign banks gives the

optimal amount of domestic and foreign lending for the domestic bank as
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Since the denominator of these terms is always positive ( )10 << ρ , we obtain the expected re-

sponses: lending increases in its own (net) rate of return and declines when the net returns on alter-

native lending opportunities go up.25 Since the optimal amount of monitoring is a function of the

(informational) distance between the two regions, the intensity of a spill-over of foreign interest

rate shocks into the domestic market is a function of the degree of (informational) integration be-

tween the two markets: 
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Also, from (18a’), we can obtain the response of foreign assets of domestic banks to a change in

distance (and thus in the monitoring costs) between the two countries:
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The lending activities of banks abroad thus decline in distance if

( ) ( )rcrrr iLjii
m

iLi −−<− ,,, 2 σθρ  holds. Hence, the lower the correlation between domestic and

foreign asset returns, the lower the returns on domestic, the higher the (net) returns on foreign assets

_______________

25 Notice that the change in lending with respect to changes in the bond rate alone depends on the
magnitude of the portfolio effects. If 1, <ii

m
i σρµ , domestic (foreign) lending increases

(declines) if the bond rate falls, and vice versa.
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and the larger the risk of domestic lending, the more likely is a negative response. At the same time,

the more costly it is in informational terms to enter a foreign market, the larger will be the lending

activities on the domestic market:
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Deriving formulas similar to (18a’) and (18b’) for the foreign bank, we obtain net foreign assets

as:
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As before, we can calculate the equilibrium level of domestic and foreign output:
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Substituting the solutions for lending and net foreign assets, this equation can be solved for the

equilibrium level of domestic output ( iŷ ). Under the assumption that the two countries are com-

pletely symmetric, we obtain the following response of output in region i to an increase in distance

between the two regions:
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where σ  denotes the standard deviation of domestic lending. Since, 10 << ρ  the round brackets

in the enumerator are positive if the product of the standard deviations of domestic and foreign

loans ( σθ m ) exceeds one. Under these parameter constellations, domestic output declines if the

(informational) distance between the two regions increases. Since a symmetric result can be de-

rived also for foreign output, we obtain a negative response of aggregate output with regard to a

segmentation of financial markets which arises from higher information costs.

One reason why we obtain these results is that, so far, we have treated the correlation between

asset returns as exogenous. However, in order to derive the full implications of changes in the de-

gree of financial integration on output, this additional effect must be taken into account:
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where the reaction of output with regard to changes in return correlations is given by
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where the first term in the numerator is negative. If the costs of cross-border transactions are

sufficiently small and/or if the last term in squared brackets in the numerator is negative as well,

domestic output is thus a negative function of the correlation of asset returns. The reason for this re-

sult is that higher asset return correlations dampen the diversification effects of foreign lending and

thus lower domestic lending as well. Therefore, the additional effect that lower information costs

have for domestic output depends on the link between distance and return correlations. If correla-
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tions decline as information costs increase ( 0<
∂
∂

d
ρ

), the negative impact which works through the

monitoring activities of banks may partially be offset.

Now, the degree of (financial) integration is likely to have implications for the structure of the

real sector and the correlation of shocks across countries. However, the direction of this link is not

clear from a theoretical perspective and remains essentially an empirical issue.

On the one hand, Frankel and Rose (1998) have argued that countries which are more interlinked

in terms of bilateral trade are likely to have closer business cycle correlations as common demand

shocks become more likely and as intra-industry trade becomes more important. They conjecture

that increased trade links in Europe would cause a greater degree of integration of the real economy

(and thus improve the conditions for having a common currency). Although this argument is not re-

lated directly to the degree of capital market integration, re-phrasing it accordingly is not very dif-

ficult since there is a substantial amount of evidence that financial linkages between countries are

closely related to trade links. According to this view, return correlations would thus increase in

more integrated financial markets.

On the other hand, by increasing the possibilities for interregional risk-sharing, financial market

integration (or increased trade integration) potentially promote the division of labor across regions

and could thus lower the correlation of regional shocks.

Contrary to this, most models of international financial markets assume that the correlation of

real shocks, which determines the benefits from diversification, is independent from the degree of

financial market integration. Rather, in these models, causality runs from the degree of integration

of the real economy (measured in terms of return correlations) to the degree of integration of the fi-
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nancial sector. Recent empirical evidence, however, suggests that the direction of causality might

just be the reverse. Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2000) show that the degree to which the financial system

is conducive to risk-sharing among regions affects the degree of industrial specialization. Their

empirical results support a positive correlation between the degree of financial integration among

regions (or countries) and the degree of specialization in industrial production. They find risk

sharing to be substantially higher among regions within countries (such as the US) rather than

among groups of countries (such as Euroland). The difference in terms of industrial specialization

is not quite as pronounced but still significant.

In the notation of our model, the correlation of asset returns would, in this scenario, depend

posetively on distance and on the costs of cross-border financial transactions: ( )cd ,ρρ =  with

0, >
∂
∂

∂
∂

dc
ρρ

. The more integrated financial markets (lower c or d), the lower is ceteris paribus

the correlation of returns because of the increased degree of specialization in production. In this

case, the positive effect that financial integration would have on output through reduced monitoring

costs would thus be reinforced through the negative effect on return correlations. If, however, inte-

gration processes lead to a greater degree of co-movements of business cycles, the positive effect

would partially be offset through the higher return correlations and lower diversification benefits.

Finally, we can derive the response of domestic output with respect to changes in the bond rate

as

(16’)
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Hence, in contrast to the analysis above, the output response to a change in the bond rate and

thus to monetary policy changes depends not only on the structure of the financial system but also on

the degree of integration of financial markets. While the denominator in (16’) is always negative,

the sign of the numerator is undetermined a priori. We obtain a negative output response to in-

creases in the bond rate if returns are uncorrelated since 021 222 <++ σθτφσ m  but the response

might even be positive if return correlations are highly positive.

6 Possible Extensions

The model that we have presented so far has made some fairly stylized assumptions concerning

both, the nature of competition in banking and the underlying structure of the macro-economy. In this

section, we therefore review briefly some recent contributions to the literature which address these

aspects.

As regards the macro-economic set-up, a critical assumption that we have made has been to

consider a two-country setting only with exchange rates being fixed between the two markets. A

more realistic set-up would be to consider a three-country framework in which two countries form

a monetary union but have a floating exchange rate regime with respect to the rest of the world. In-

cidentally, such a specification would be closer to the reality of the European Monetary Union. In a

three-country model, incentives for portfolio diversification would arise not only from the potential

for cushioning the impact of domestic money demand and productivity shocks. Rather, exchange

rate risks and their correlations with the remaining shocks would also play a role. Clausen and

Wohltmann (2000) have such a three-country model but do not consider portfolio effects or in-
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complete mobility of capital. Increasing the number of countries would, incidentally, also allow us

to analyze the case discussed by Allen and Gale (2000) of different degrees of financial integration.

In addition, it has been argued that the standard open-economy macroeconomic model in the

spirit of Mundell and Fleming that we have employed here is ill-suited to take intertemporal

choices of households (and firms) into account and does not specify the underlying microstructure

of the economy. Hence, a new class of models has been developed which introduce nominal rigidi-

ties and imperfect competition on the production side into dynamic general equilibrium models.26

Yet, while work in this field is more sophisticated than traditional models with regard to the in-

tertemporal choices of households and the competitive structure of industries, the financial sector is

typically not modeled explicitly.

Recent contributions deal with the implications of these models for net capital flows and shed

more light on the structure of financial markets in these models. Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2000)

use a two-country, two-period model and assume that the domestic discount rate exceeds the for-

eign one. This asymmetry raises the domestic over and above the foreign savings rate and creates

the potential for net capital (out)flows. Capital flows are facilitated through trade in domestic and

foreign bonds, and there are no frictions on financial markets. The authors show that real interest

parity holds in the sense that the real interest rate on domestic bonds equals the risk-adjusted rate of

return on foreign bonds. Furthermore, an increase in domestic savings leads to a decline in the

world interest rate. The magnitude of net capital flows, in turn, depends on the preference that do-

mestic residents have for domestic bonds. The more pronounced this preference, the lower are net

capital flows.

_______________

26 Work in this field largely builds on Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996) and has been surveyed recently
by Lane (2001).
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Although the model by Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2000) has the advantage of incorporating

capital flows into an international macro-model, capital markets are yet assumed to be integrated

fully. Sutherland (1996) departs from this assumption by introducing costs of trading international

bonds, which drives a wedge between domestic and foreign interest rates. The implications of this

model are that financial integration leads to lower short-run volatility due to labour supply or de-

mand shocks. The effects of monetary shocks, in contrast, differ. Under financial integration,

monetary shocks cause larger volatility of the nominal exchange rate and of output but lower vola-

tility of interest rates and consumption. In an extension, which combines the assumption of incom-

plete integration of financial markets with pricing-to-market behavior and thus imperfect integration

of goods markets, Senay (1998) shows a limited degree of interaction between financial and real

integration in determining the macroeconomic effects of shocks. However, none of these models

goes into much detail concerning the precise friction on financial markets or the interaction be-

tween imperfect goods and financial market interaction.

An additional simplifying assumption that we have made concerns the nature of competition in

the banking sector. Although we have assumed that the marginal costs of domestic and foreign

banks differ due to the presence of transaction costs in cross-border lending, we have not distin-

guished between domestic and foreign banks according to their degree of market power. Rather,

banks have acted as Cournot duopolist, taking into consideration the optimal supply and demand re-

sponses of their competitors. A more realistic assumption would be that domestic banks enjoy a

‘first-mover’ advantage on the domestic market and can behave as Stackelberg leaders. With loans

supplied by domestic and foreign banks being substitutes — as the present model assumes — the

amount of loans supplied by domestic banks would be larger than under Cournot-competition while
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that of foreign banks would be lower (Buch and Golder 2001), thus dampening the magnitude of

capital flows.

Also, recent contributions have assumed that banks behave as monopolistic competitors. The in-

teresting feature about these models is that they explicitly incorporate distance into the analysis. In

a baseline specification discussed in Freixas and Rochet (1998), increased distance raises the

costs of depositors to reach the bank. Hence, it can be thought of in terms of physical transportation

costs. Hauswald and Marquez (2000), to the contrary, interpret distance in terms of an

‘informational’ distance between banks and their customers. In their model, banks compete in in-

formation space with both informed and uninformed competitors. One implication of their model is

that increased competition induces banks to focus on their core business and on relationship lend-

ing. In terms of the above model, this would imply that banks would focus their activities on their

home-country market, which would again lower capital flows.

Finally, the model could be extended to show the implications of financial integration on the ef-

ficiency of financial intermediation. In the literature, the possibility that increased integration and

increased competitive pressure might also lead to greater instabilities in the financial sector has

been discussed. These negative effects of integration can arise through two channels. First, in-

creased competition puts pressure on the incumbent financial institutions, lowers their interest rate

spreads, and might thus reduce incentives to monitor borrowers (Aizenman 1998, Gehrig 1998).

Second, increased integration of financial markets might increase the probability that adverse

shocks in one country spill over into other countries. This might necessitate the establishment of a

common supervisory authority which monitors financial market developments in all members of a
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monetary union. Incidentally, applications of these insights to the present set up might thus contrib-

ute to the debate on the appropriate design of supervisory systems in Euroland.27

7 Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to provide a simple framework suited to analyze financial sector

linkages in a monetary union. We have focused on two aspects which distinguish Euroland from a

national monetary union such as the United States. First, the model has captured the fact that the de-

gree of interregional capital mobility in Europe is lower than in a national monetary union and that

individual financial markets segments differ with regard to their degree of integration. Interregional

capital flows are intermediated through commercial banks, which face variable costs of cross-

border financial transactions. Bond markets, to the contrary, are assumed to be integrated fully.

Second, the interest rate elasticities of regional deposit supply and loan demand have been allowed

to differ, reflecting the fact that financial market structures and institutions are not homogenous

across Europe.

The comparative static analysis of this framework shows that an increase in the bond rate lowers

both regional and aggregate output while the strength of this effect depends on regional factors.

Other comparative static effects depend on financial market structures and the relative interest- and

output-elasticities of deposit demand and loan supply. The inter-regional spill-over of demand

shocks is, for instance, positive only if deposit supply is more elastic with respect to output than

_______________

27 See, e.g. Bini Smaghi and Gros (2000).
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loan demand. Also, the strength of the propagation effect depends upon the interest elasticities of

loan demand at home and abroad.

Increased capital mobility unambiguously raises domestic output if interest elasticities at home

and abroad are similar, that is if financial market structures do not differ much. A positive response

of aggregate output is likely if the interest elasticity of output is high. As financial markets develop,

the interest elasticity of loan demand is likely to increase because more alternative sources of fi-

nance become available. This, in turn, will lead to a positive response of aggregate output if the

costs of cross-border financial transactions are low and thus if capital mobility is high.

In an extension of the baseline model, we have focused on information costs as one factor which

segments financial markets. By modeling monitoring activities of banks explicitly, we have shown

that output tends to be a positive function of the degree of integration of markets (measured through

their ‘informational’ distance). However, positive output effects of increased financial integration

might partially be offset if increased integration leads to a greater correlation between real busi-

ness cycles.

In summary, the results of this paper show that countries might benefit from increased capital

mobility to different degrees, depending on the structure of their financial systems. Generally, this

might explain the reluctance of some countries to abolish indirect restrictions to a full integration of

financial markets even though the aggregate effects of integration might be positive.
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Graph 1 — Differences in Interest Rates in Selected European Countries, 1996–2000

The graphs give the difference between national interest rates and the Euroland average rate. All data have
been taken from the International Financial Statistics of the IMF, lines 60B (money market rates), 60L
(deposit rates), and 60P (lending rates). The choice of countries has been guided mainly by data availability.
Euro-average interest rate data have not been available prior to 1996.
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Graph 2 — Differences in Lending Rates Across US Regions 1966-1998

The graphs give the difference between interest rates by census region and the US average. The data have
kindly been provided by John C. Driscoll (see also Driscoll 2000), and have been calculated from the FDIC
call reports by dividing income from loans by quantity of loans and are thus proxies for average interest rates
on all outstanding loans. Only commercial banks are covered, and all types of loans (i.e. C&I loans, mort-
gages, and other kinds of loans) are included.
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